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Lecture 1 – 27/7/15 
Topics: Marketing, Successful Marketing, Value, Market, Triple Bottom Line, Creating Value, Market 

Orientation, Types of Analysis, SWOT, PESTEL 

Marketing: about understanding the consumers 

It has developed through the following stages; 

- Trade 

        - Production orientation 

        - Sales orientation 

        - Market orientation 

        - Societal market orientation 

- Need to learn what customers, clients, partners and society want 

- The need to learn is ongoing, as preferences continually evolve 

- Creativity is essential, you must develop new ideas to reach customers 

- Offerings must be unique or special to customers, draw them in to your business – why your 

business? 

Marketing is based on value systems of societies. Old cigarette advertisements are no longer 

appropriate. Societal value and customer preference will constantly change and so you must adapt 

your business so that is respectful of a society’s values and meets its expectations. 

Successful Marketing 

A successful marketing exchange/transaction includes: 

        - two or more parties, each with something of value which is desired by the other party 

        - all parties must benefit (give retailer money in exchange for laptop) 

        - exchange must meet all parties’ expectations 

Value: perception of a good’s total offering 

        = quality/price 

        = benefits expected/benefits received 

Value is unique to each individual 

e.g. If thirsty, value of water is much higher than usual, but when you have finished a bottle of it, its 

value drops 

Market: group of customers with heterogeneous needs and wants  

        - Geographic markets (Sydney purchases differ to Hong Kong purchases) 

        - Demographic markets (my purchases differ to my parents purchases) 

Customers purchase the good/service for personal use or use by others 

Consumers use the good/service 

Triple Bottom Line: Environment, Economic, Social 

Creating Value: 4 P’s (is slowly becoming 7 P’s) 

- Place (distribution of goods); store, online, etc. 

- Product (branding); placing a Blackberry logo on an iPhone diminishes value of the iPhone – would 

you buy it? 

- Price 

- Promotion 
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Market Orientation: knowing your position and how to reach your customers 

Firms with market orientation perform better than those without 

        - better profits, sales volume, market share and return on investment when compared to   

competitors 

        - know what and how to sell 

Types of Analysis: Macro, micro and internal 

- Macro environment: anything completely outside of a firms control 

- Micro environment: anything that affects the industry the firm operates in, the firm has some 

control over these factors 

- Internal environment: anything that affects the enterprise, the firm has total control over these 

factors 

SWOT: Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 

Strengths and weaknesses: internal to the enterprise 

Opportunities and threats: external to the enterprise 

        - factors that positively and negatively affect the enterprise’s ability to serve the market 

Macro-environmental Framework (PESTEL) 

- Political forces 

- Economic forces 

- Sociocultural forces (demographics) 

- Technological forces 

- Environmental forces 

- Legal forces 

Tutorial 1 – 27/7/15 
Topics: Foundation of Marketing, Marketing Plan 

Foundation of Marketing: how to determine what is needed to achieve a desirable position 

Marketing Plan: Situation Analysis + Organisational Activities = Marketing Planning 

SA: Where are we now 

OA: Where senior management thinks we should be 

MP: How we plan to get where management wants us to be 

A marketing plan consists of; 

Executive Summary: should be easy to read, simple and engaging while also being straight to the 

point – CEO’s don’t have time to read novels 

Introduction: explains what the plan is about in more detail 

Situation Analysis: provides an explanation of what is wrong 

Target Market: highlights the target market 

Marketing Mix Strategy: 4 P’s (Place, Product, Price, Promotion) 

Budget: must work out expenses 

Implementation: how to get it to happen, give roles and responsibilities 

Evaluation: evaluate the successes and failures, does it need to be changed or scrapped? 

Future Recommendations: are there any changes, improvements or issues for the future? 


